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Increase uptime with optimised service and maintenance
Volvo Bus Vehicle Management is specifically developed for bus and coach operation. It’s a service
aimed at keeping uptime as close to 100% as possible and each necessary workshop visit to a
minimum in terms of time and cost. An individual service plan gives each vehicle an optimised service
interval, and by using real-time data the interval can be adapted to actual usage and driving conditions.
Individual service plan minimises standstills
Proper maintenance is the key to uninterrupted operation.
However, too frequent servicing negatively impacts the
number of productive hours of a vehicle. On the other
hand, it goes without saying that neglected maintenance
inevitably leads to unplanned repairs or even breakdowns.
That’s why Vehicle Management is based on an individual
service plan for each vehicle.
Fine-tune with real-time data
By using the telematics-based functions your service
management can go further in optimising maintenance
costs. The individual service plan is based on predictions,
and by following up the continuous flow of real-time data
each vehicle’s service plan becomes adaptive.

A powerful maintenance planning tool
Vehicle Management is a meticulously developed process.
By using it to its full potential you can not only increase
uptime and revenues, you will also substantially improve
your workshop efficiency. You get a comprehensive fleet
overview as well as detailed diagnostics for each vehicle.
Together with fault codes, alerts, required parts and workshop hours, maintenance planning can be a lot more
proactive.
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